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IN-CLASS EXERCISE: PAINLESS TATTOOS

PROCESS
1. Launch Photoshop.  Open your image, select all (command + a) and copy (command + c). 

2. Paste the copied image into a new document, and name the document  
 Displace.   When you copy something to the clipboard and create a new 
 document, Photoshop automatically creates the new document the same 
 size as the clipboard image.  This makes things so easy!

3. Change the image mode on Displace.psd to Grayscale 
 (Image --> Mode --> Grayscale)

4. Run a slight Gaussian Blur (Filter --> Blur --> Gaussian Blur).   Make your 
 radius 2.5 pixels. We’ll be running a Displace filter using this image as our 
 displace map, and a too-sharp displacement map looks harsh and fake- a 
 little blur takes care of that. 

 Displacement Map:  A brilliant technique that will wrap your art 
 around objects and (seemingly) magically make it hug every contour!

5. Save and close Displace.psd.

6. Open up muscle_arm.psd and place the tattoo artwork.  You can find all 
 types of vector art online at:   www.vecteezy.com.  In the search box, just 
 type “tattoo”.  To place the art, go to File --> Place OR if you already have 
 the file open in Illustrator/Photoshop, just hit Copy --> Paste.  Just make  
 sure your image is on a transparent background.  If given the option, 

     paste your image as a Smart Object.

BEFORE             AFTER OBJECTIVES
No need to fear needles 
for this exercise!  You will 
practice using a guassian 
blur, displace filter, and 
blending modes to create 
a realistic tattoo.  You 
can then apply this same 
technique in the future.  
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7. Size your tattoo to the muscle and hit OK to place.

8. With the tattoo layer selected, go to Filter --> Distort --> Displace. There 
 are two steps to this filter.  First, type in the amount of horizontal and 
 vertical scaling you want Photoshop to perform. 

 For this example, I used 5, but it will vary with each image.  Play around 
 and see what works best.

 Next, select the Displace.psd file as your displacement map, and hit OK.

9. For the final step, set the Tattoo 
 layer blending mode to Multiply,  
 and reduce the opacity to show a 
 little of the skin texture. 

 Voilà!  You have just “tattooed” your 
 first person!

SOME TATTOO EXAMPLES:

 
CAN YOU THINK OF OTHER USES FOR THIS TECHNIQUE?
 Logos on objects such as a tshirt, water bottle, golf ball, etc.  The possibilities are endless!


